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Dear Travel Friend,
Happy New Year!
You inspire us. Yes, YOU. Our Ambassador Tours community is the best of the best. We are
constantly in awe of your spirit, your sense of adventure, your openness to new things. Thank
you for the support you’ve given us throughout the years. We simply couldn’t do it without you and it is
our immense pleasure to help make your travel dreams come true.
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We talk a bit about upcoming travel trends for 2019 in this edition. While many people may think they know exactly what
they’re looking for in a vacation, most aren’t sure how to go about making it happen. That’s where we come in.
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• The River Cruise We Can’t Wait to
Take Next

What’s Popular. A new trend that is very popular right now is exotic independent travel and river cruising. So why not
combine both? A river cruise to Egypt. Check it out on page 3. People are looking for a little more spice to their
vacations – something a little different, a little more exotic, a little more unique, a little more off-the-grid, a little more
exciting. We get it. This is all that and more. Read on.
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• Tech & Travel

What’s New. Who doesn’t love new and shiny things? On page 8 we talk about several brand new ships to hit the seas and
the world’s FIRST cruise to hit all 7 continents. This is amazing, people! If you like to be a trend setter – or just a part of
something exciting – this won’t disappoint.

Page 5
• A Client Story

What’s Technology Got To Do With It? Do you have the Tina Turner song going through your head? Well, now you do. I
know we often want to escape from work and all things tech-y when going on vacation, but we invite you to keep an open
mind and read about some technology that might just make your next vacation, well, the best ever. Seriously. Page 4.
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• Spotlight Destination: U.S. National
Parks
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• New Ships + World Cruise First
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• Delight in the Thrill of Discovery
with Silversea
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• 19 Reasons to Travel in 2019
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• Room With a View
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• Why You Owe it to Yourself to Travel

What’s in a Sale? A sale by any other name… Okay, you get the idea. We’re having a fantastic cruise sale this month! See
page 12 for the skinny.
There’s no one like you. Why should your vacation be any different? No matter how exotic your dream or how
unique an adventure you’re looking for, we’ve got you covered.
Read on and let us know your thoughts about our current issue, as well as any future story ideas you’d like to see published
- We want to hear from you!!
Wishing you and yours a very Happy New Year.
Sincerely,

Gary M. Pollard, CTC
President & CEO
gmpollard@ambassadortours.com
P.S. There’s never been a better time to travel. Share this issue with your friends and family, and get traveling!

Symphony of the Seas

SM

7-NIGHT EASTERN & WESTERN CARIBBEAN
Sailing year-round from Miami, Florida

Call Us Today!

800.989.9000

THE NEW SOUND
OF ADVENTURE IS HERE

Contact Ambassador Tours cruise and land vacations
to book today • 800-989-9000
300 Mont gomer y Street • Suite 424 • San Francisco, CA 94104
w w w.ambassador tours.com

www.ambassadortours.com
Features vary by ship. ©2018 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships’ registry: The Bahama. 18065328 • 11/12/2018
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BETTER TOGETHER: GROUP TRAVEL
And speaking of benefits… Here are a few
more:

   
     
  
   
 


    

Find a group of people who challenge and
inspire you, spend a lot of time with them,
and it will change your life forever. - Amy
Poehler

   

  


      
   
  

Contact your Crystal Cruises Experts
at Ambassador Tours - 800.989.9000
for BEST Available Fares
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Ready to change your life? From family
vacations to bridge clubs, wedding
parties to social organizations, as well
as just groups of travel enthusiasts who
want to take a trip together - by land or by
sea - Ambassador Tours’ Group Travel
expertise is the BEST KEPT SECRET IN
TRAVEL!
Travel should be life changing, eye opening,
exciting – and engaging for all ages…
Our group vacations are designed to spark
a passion, inspire a sense of wonder, and
enrich understanding, and when these
experiences are shared with loved ones,
they bring you closer together.
Want to travel for FREE? Of course you
do! And it’s easy with the Ambassador
Advantage program which enables you,
as the “group leader,” to travel “on us.”
Here’s how it works: First, pull together
a group of friends, family members or
fellow workers who like to travel. Once
you have organized your group and have
a consensus of where you’d like to go, call
us at 800-989-9000 and ask for one of our
expert travel counselors, who will get you
and your fellow travelers started on your
way to a memorable vacation experience.
Whether it’s a cruise vacation or a land tour
package, we can customize a vacation that’s
perfect for your group. And in addition to
having your ticket punched, each member
of your group will receive special rates,
added amenities and exclusive perks.
Remember, a group can be as small as 4
people or as large as…well, the sky is the
limit! But the larger your group, the greater
the benefits - for everyone!

1. You always have someone to explore
with!
Traveling in a group means you are sharing
the experience with others who have a similar
mindset, creating great conversations and
bonding experiences. You’re also widening
your circle of companions who share similar
interests for free-time exploration. When
some of your group decides they really don’t
want to see another museum that day, you
can grab the other art-lovers to check it out
with you.
2. You can save money.
And who doesn’t like to save money?!?
Packages typically included transfers,
meals, accommodations, and activities, sold
collectively at a reduced cost. Group travel
harnesses the power of buying in bulk,
and spreads the cost of guides, ground
transportation, and other items across the
whole group, giving you more experience
per dollar.
3. Experience things you might not get
to on your own.
Whether it’s skipping the line at the Louvre
or enjoying an outdoor lunch at an olive
oil farm in Tuscany, there’s no better way
to gain exclusive access than by being on
a group tour. And with Ambassador Tours
handling the logistics of your itinerary,
you’ll be sure to see the major sites (plus
some hidden gems!) while getting historical
context as you go.
4. Each person brings a different
perspective
One of the best parts of vacationing with
a group is learning from the other travelers
you’re with. Since everyone brings different
backgrounds and learning experiences to
the table, each person can offer unique
insight or perspective to some of the many
famous (or not-so-famous) sights you’ll see
during your trip.
Travel itself is a great experience, but there
are some experiences that are better when
they are shared with someone else. Let
Ambassador Tours help create an itinerary
specific to you and your group’s interests.
Whether that’s photography, foodie crawls,
yoga retreats, or just a group looking for
some fun travel adventures, we’ve got you
covered!

THE RIVER CRUISE WE CAN’T WAIT TO TAKE NEXT

Great pyramids, magnificent cities, massive
temples and a fertile agriculture all grew
on the banks of the Nile River. Today, they
have re-emerged from beneath desert sands
to reveal the secrets of one of the world’s
most advanced cultures. Set a course for the
Nile with Viking.
Viking Ra is the newest, most upscale
ship in Egypt. Specifically built to navigate
the Nile, in 2017 she was completely
stripped down to her steel frame and
reconfigured to be a modern, elegant vessel.
Fully reimagined to international standards
and Viking design specifications, she is
now an all-suite, state-of-the art ship with
the clean, elegant Scandinavian design for
which Viking is known blended with local
influences like traditional geometric Arabic
patterns. Accommodating just 52 guests,
she offers the ultimate in comfort.

Egyptian Museum
• The Great Pyramids of Khufu, Khafre 		
and Menkaure
• The mighty Citadel of the Mountain
• Sprawling temples of Luxor and Karnak
in Luxor
• Tombs of the Valley of the Kings
• The remarkably preserved Dendera 		
Temple complex
• Esna’s towering Temple of Khnum
• Aswan’s Nile via felucca sail
• A Nubian home and school visit
• Horse-drawn calèche ride to Edfu’s 		
Temple of Horus
When it comes to river cruising, Viking River
Cruises is the world leader. Viking offers
cruises that allow you to fully experience the
wonders of each region. These river cruises
are a great way to explore new places or see
a new side of a familiar destination. And
a river cruise offers unrivaled convenience
- unpack once in your deluxe stateroom,
relax and enjoy everything the journey
has to offer. State-of-the-art ships,
comfortable accommodations, regional
cuisine, daily guided shore excursions,
and exemplary service all add up to an
unforgettable journey at an incredible value.

This 12-day cruise from Cairo to Cairo
(roundtrip) uncovers ancient secrets and
reveals the welcoming culture of Egypt
along the picturesque Nile, with visits to
historic cities, awe-inspiring pyramids and
well-preserved temples.
A few “must see” highlights:
• Millennia-old treasures in Cairo’s 		

MOS T AWA R DED R I V ER
C R U ISE L I N E

Viking is again #1 in Condé Nast Traveler’s
2018 Readers’ Choice Awards.
Contact Ambassador Tours at
800-989-9000 and ask about the latest
offers from Viking.

CST#2052644-40

THE FUTURE OF
EXPEDITION CRUISING

One of history’s greatest civilizations emerged
on these timeless banks, constructing
massive temples and established bustling
cities of trade on the edge of desert sands.
Viking’s Egypt River cruises between Luxor
and Aswan bring you to their doorsteps.
From palm-lined riverbanks to the fascinating
streets of Cairo, enjoy the warmest of
welcomes from Viking and the Egyptian
people.
Pharaohs & Pyramids
Cairo to Cairo
12 Days
11 Tours
1 Country

S A IL W I T H T HE WOR L D ’ S

ANTARCTICA | ICELAND | GREENLAND
ARCTIC CANADA & NORTHWEST PASSAGE
NORWAY | SVALBARD
See the pyramids from on top a majestic
camel. Wander among 136 soaring pillars
in Karnak Temple. Explore Dendera, one of
Egypt’s best-preserved and less frequented
temples. Skim the waters of the Nile by
traditional felucca. Delight in the fragrances
of Aswan’s spice market. An enchanting land
of marvels, myths, and wonders old and new,
Egypt is an extraordinary destination
no culturally curious traveler will want
to miss.
The wait is over: Egypt is back and the Nile
beckons.

CONTACT AN
AGENT TODAY!

WWW.AMBASSADORTOURS.COM
(800) 989-9000
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TECH & TRAVEL: WE’RE ABOUT TO MAKE YOUR NEXT
TRIP SOOOOO MUCH EASIER. YOU’RE WELCOME.
If we asked you to tell us why you travel, what
would come to mind? To meet and spend time
with incredible people? To seek out a small piece
of nature’s most profound beauty? Or perhaps to
finish the last course of a tasting menu knowing
that you’ve just transcended beyond what it is to
eat? In essence, you’re likely hoping to experience
something — something new, relaxing, challenging,
or truly moving in the way that only a moment of
discovery away from home can be. And when the
technology you bring with you functions at its best,
it will enhance those experiences, not distract you
from them.
Allow us to illustrate…

BOOK YOUR CRUISE TODAY FOR
THE BEST 2019 RATES.
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE DRINK PACKAGE!

©2018 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Ecuador. 11/2018

Sony Noise-Cancelling Headphones
If there’s one travel gadget we don’t leave home
without, it’s noise-cancelling headphones! Sony’s
sleek headphones feature an adaptive sound control
smart system that balances the noise-cancelling
levels according to your environment. The Hi-Res
Audio sound reduces distortion so you can enjoy
your favorite tunes the way they were recorded. And
you can customize all of your sound options in Sony’s
app. The battery lasts up to 30 hours, which is quite
impressive.

mirroring technology to render snores, city streets, or
the bachelorette party in the hotel room beside you
inaudible so you can drift off in peace.
Amazon Fire TV Stick With Alexa Voice
Remote
If your ideal relaxation session involves a healthy dose
of catch-up on your favorite series, add the Amazon
Fire TV Stick to your packing list. There’s a reason this
streaming stick has more than 100,000 rave reviews.
Plug it into any HDTV and you’ll be able to access
hundreds of thousands of channels, movies, and TV
episodes from your accounts on Netflix, Prime Video,
Hulu, HBO, etc. all in one place. What’s more: it’s
voice-enabled, so you can say, “Alexa, play NCIS,”
and she’ll pick up right where you left off. How’s that
for vacation?
Fugoo Go Portable Speaker
The new Go delivers everything you want in a travelfriendly Bluetooth speaker: easy pairing, really clear
controls, primo sound, and complete protection
against water. On top of that, it also features
something you didn’t realize you wanted until you
knew it was possible: the ability to pair with another
Go speaker to the same audio source, so you can
create a network of sound, blasting tunes for up to
10 hours on a single charge.
Everywhere travel adapter
Ideal for jet-setters, the OMNIA TA502 Travel
Adapter is capable of charging your devices in over
150 countries so you can be as reckless with ticket
purchasing as you want. All you have to do is slide
the switch, choose the plug you need, and load it
into an electrical outlet.

BRILLIANT BORDEAUX

8 Days | Bordeaux to Bordeaux | S.S. Bon Voyage

PARIS & NORMANDY

8 Days | Paris to Paris | S.S. Joie de Vivre

BURGUNDY & PROVENCE

8 Days | Avignon to Lyon | S.S. Catherine

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BOOK,
CONTACT AMBASSADOR TOURS AT 800-989-9000.
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Kindle Oasis
The latest Kindle has an IXP8 waterproof rating,
so you can peruse the latest beach read from your
private jet–shaped pool float without worry. The
new shape has a larger screen and a more ergonomic
one-handed reading experience, and the battery
lasts for weeks, which for us — who may not always
remember every charging cord when packing — is
key.
Bose Sleepbuds
Bose’s new noise-masking Sleepbuds are designed
to do one thing exceedingly well: help you fall and
stay asleep. They don’t stream music or connect to
anything other than the accompanying app, but they
do fit so comfortably in your ear that you can barely
feel them, even when laying on your side. Sleepbuds
have 10 pre-loaded “sleeptracks” that use frequency

Joyus Packing Cubes
These packing cubes will help you pack two weeks’
worth of items in a single carry-on bag. They keep
your clothes compressed to save space and are
designed to fit together like a game of Tetris so your
things stay organized with minimal creasing.

A CLIENT STORY: FAMILY FUN IN THE CARIBBEAN
We enjoyed a truly
wonderful
cruise
aboard Azamara
Quest over the
summer, arranged by
Ambassador Tours.
As we considered
what might be a fun
family adventure
to celebrate John’s
70th birthday and
gather family from
across the United States, we decided to
explore a cruise. Busy schedules for three
families were coordinated and a couple of
weeks in June were chosen as optimal. Only
then did the search start for a cruise that was
in that time frame.

Pam had never cruised before, but knew she
wanted a ship that was “just the right size.”
Large enough to have a variety of amenities
but small enough to feel intimate and not
overwhelming. Pam knew that she needed
help in making the arrangements. A search on
the internet for a local travel agent identified
Bryan Pollard of Ambassador Tours. It was
great to know this is a family owned
business with a strong reputation for
many years.
With Ambassador Tours’ assistance, we
selected a fabulous western Mediterranean
cruise this past June. Seven nights in seven
ports with 12 family members, including 4
teenagers. We had hoped a fourth family
could join us, and had reserved cabins to do so,
but had to cancel. Ambassador Tours handled
this change exceptionally well.

START THE NEW YEAR

OFF RIGHT!

Highlights for the teens included the
pools, endless buffet choices, room
service and daily housekeeping. Highlights
for the adults included multiple dining venues,
attentive service, roomy staterooms with decks
and views, great ports visited, and fun ways
to use shipboard credits. Another highlight
was getting the upgraded dining package
for everyone to enjoy three different
venues, especially our evening at the
“Chef’s Table” - so worth it! Whether
upgraded or standard, the food was excellent,
with a lot of variety.

From the Golden Gate and
Wine Country to the
Majestic Fjords & Glaciers of
Alaska, experience all while
sailing from San Francisco!
Ambassador Tours has a
limited time offer that, like the
wonders you will see, is too
good to be true! Call your
agent today to find out more
information.

AL ASK A

7 days departing from
San Francisco
Our itinerary included stops in Barcelona,
Marseille, Florence, Rome, Monte Carlo
and more! The Renaissance city of Florence
was gorgeous and Monte Carlo was glamorous
and a great city for people-watching!
We really appreciated the “all inclusive”
package with the available upgrades for the
more refined tastes in libations. Incredible deal
to use the on-ship professional photographer
- so wonderful to have these memories
captured. No extra charge to get the originals
which are now featured on our Christmas card.
Probably the best recommendation comes
from our delight in reserving a future cruise to
Alaska on the same vessel in June 2019. We of
course used Ambassador Tours to coordinate
our needs and are looking forward to it already!
Pam and John Claassen
Clients since 2016

starting from

1349

$

COASTAL
GETAWAY
5 days

starting from

$

329



 


Certain restrictions apply and offers may be withdrawn at any time.
2018 Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.
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SPOTLIGHT DESTINATION :
Get Inspired!
Experience an insider’s view of majestic
landscapes and incredible wildlife in our very
own National Parks on your next vacation!
Or, bring the whole family along and explore
the parks together on an adventure that’s
packed with fun, hands-on activities for kids
and adults alike.

WINDSTAR’S
ALASKA
So Close It Will
Give You Chills

WHY
When you experience the parks firsthand...
sunrise over the Grand Canyon, Yellowstone
in winter, nature’s best in Banff, the awe and
wonder known as Yosemite... a powerful
emotional connection is made. And the
memory of who you explored that national
park with will stay with you forever. Discover
what’s different (and AH-MAZING!) about
exploring North America’s national parks!
WHO
Tauck
When you travel inside the national parks,
there’s a difference with Tauck. Enjoy
experience and access you just can’t get
on your own, with accommodations at
lodges and hotels inside the park. Tauck
makes it easy – and Tauck does it all for you,
handling every detail so you totally immerse
in the national parks, sunrise to sunset.

Book today through your
Ambassador Tours Travel Advisor
and earn up to $200 SBC on
select voyages!

Their journeys through North America’s
national parks are designed to provide
something for everyone, suiting different
tastes and styles. Discover what best suits
your own interests and what each Tauck
journey has to offer – there’s something for
everyone and many destinations to choose.

The national parks include some of the most
amazing and majestic scenery found in the
United States-if not the world-and Globus
shows you the national parks like no one else!
On some Globus tours, you even get to stay
inside the parks. Plus, Globus introduces you
to hidden gems, such as a Navajo-guided,
four-wheel-drive tour in Monument
Valley, a buffalo safari in Custer State
Park, and an intimate conversation with a
Lakota guide on Pine Ridge Reservation.
Caravan
Caravan Tours offers great vacations at an
affordable price. When comparing Caravan’s
fully escorted tours against other operators,
you’ll find Caravan Tours to be polished,
complete, and fun! These quality tours
feature sightseeing, professional tour
directors, and great itineraries. Operated
by one of the country’s oldest and most
respected tour companies, you’ll discover for
yourself why smart shoppers and experienced
travelers have chosen Caravan for over 60
years.
The value of a Caravan Tour is unsurpassed
in the travel industry. It’s the travel choice of
savvy shoppers that want to get the most
bang for their buck. When you choose
a Caravan Tour you won’t have to worry
about having a bad experience or paying for
something that you won’t like.

Globus
Globus guests don’t just see some of the
most majestic scenery in the world...they are
helping Globus with their commitment to
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preserving these beautiful lands for future
generations. In addition to introducing
travelers to the treasures and beauty of
America’s national parks, Globus is proud
to partner with the Wildland Firefighter
Foundation to help support the brave
firefighters who protect our private and
public lands from wildfires. Globus makes
a contribution to the Wildland Firefighter
Foundation for every traveler they bring on a
GoParks! Tour, at no additional cost to you!
It’s their way of recognizing and honoring our
nation’s wildland firefighters and their heroic
efforts to preserve our national treasures.

Caravan makes their tours fun and intriguing.
They pride themselves on providing their
travelers with a unique experience that they
will tell their friends about. It’s value and
fun all rolled into one.
Caravan does not sell any extra excursions.
These optional excursions can be expensive

UNITED STATES NATIONAL PARKS
and are found by Caravan to be, often,
unnecessary. Travelers do get some free
time to explore on their own and, due to the
unique settings that each tour experience
provides, extra excursions aren’t incredibly
necessary since travelers have ample sights
and activities to see and do on their own.
WHERE
The Grand Canyon National Park
No National Park odyssey could possibly be
complete without viewing the staggering
beauty of the Grand Canyon. The best times
to visit are early spring and late fall, when
crowds are light and the weather is gorgeous.
Yellowstone National Park
Few national parks enjoy the sterling
reputation that Yellowstone does. Perhaps
that is because Yellowstone always delivers
spectacular natural beauty and up-close-andpersonal encounters with wildlife. Although
the entire park is worth a visit, most visitors
can’t miss one of Old Faithful’s eruptions
or bypass a chance to wander through the
historic Old Faithful Inn.

tribute to some of America’s most revered
leaders. It is open year-round, but the winter
months and early spring can be quite cold.
During the summer, a patriotic ceremony and
lighting of the mountain takes place each
evening - a spectacle that’s not to be missed.
Zion National Park
Utah’s first national park is also one of its
most popular. Be surrounded by colorful
sandstone cliffs while standing beneath the
soaring blue sky. This park is renowned for its
birdwatching opportunities.
Bryce Canyon National Park
Sometimes called a “forest of stone,” Bryce
Canyon is a unique and indescribable place.
Make memorable stops at the sunrise and
sunset viewpoints. When visiting, most
people also see one of the prairie dog
communities that dot the landscape. These
adorable rodents are both endearing and
amusing.
Arches National Park
With more than 2,000 breathtaking sandstone
arches, this park is a rare gem for explorers.
Summer temperatures often reach in excess
of 100 degrees, so… making the spring and
fall ideal times for a visit! Hike along the
Windows Loop train to discover Turret Arch
and the North and South Windows.

2 FOR 1 CRUISE FARES
and FREE INTERNET
inclusive package available

Includes Roundtrip Airfare*
plus choose one:
FREE - Shore Excursions
FREE - Beverage Package
FREE - Shipboard Credit

A R T I S A N S & E X PL O R E R S
LISBON to ROME | 10 days
Jul 5, 2019 – SIRENA
Featuring overnight in Seville and visits to Lisbon, Portimão,
Palma de Mallorca, Barcelona, Saint-Tropez, Monte Carlo,
Porto Santo Stefano and Rome
FARES per
guest from:

Inside

Veranda

Penthouse

$3,799

$5,599

$7,299

AT O L L S , FA L L S & FAU N A
SAN FRANCISCO to PAPEETE | 16 days
Nov 1, 2019 – REGATTA
Featuring visits to San Francisco, Honolulu, Kahului, Hilo,
Nuku Hiva, Moorea and Papeete
FARES per
guest from:

Inside

Veranda

Penthouse

$4,099

$5,399

$7,099

AMBASSADOR TOURS
800.989-9000
*Visit OceaniaCruises.com/terms for details. NOV1821267

Turn Miles into
Memories with
THE HIGHEST RATED RIVER CRUISE SHIPS

Exquisite cuisine | Authentic
excursions | Unparalleled
service
Three new ships in 2019:
AmaMora · AmaDouro ·

Grand Teton National Park
Warm summer months may be a bit crowded,
but this time of year is also the best for seeing
most of this park. Heavy snows close many of
the roads in the winter, but there is still plenty
to see. This northwestern Wyoming park
offers stunning mountains, crystal-clear lakes,
and marvelous opportunities for viewing
wildlife. Since the park was established in
1929, it has hosted millions of visitors, many
of whom hike to picturesque spots like Jenny
Lake.
Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Almost 90% of this memorial was carved
using dynamite. It’s difficult to believe that
explosive energy can be harnessed to render
even the most delicate of details, but it was
successfully utilized here. This park is the
ultimate patriotic experience, paying fitting

AmaMagna

Mesa Verde National Park
From 600 to 1300 AD the Pueblo people
lived here in spectacular cliff dwellings that
can still be toured today. A trip here takes
you on a magical step back in time. Many of
the most impressive dwellings can only be
explored as part of a guided tour and only at
certain times of the year. Visiting in the spring
through the fall grants access to the greatest
–
number of cliff dwellings.

$300 per stateroom shipboard
credit available on select dates!

Join Gary & Chris Pollard
on the Danube River aboard
the stunning AmaMagna in
Spring 2020. More details soon.
Call to find out more
at Ambassador Tours,
800.989.9000

Well? Which National Park are you going to
visit first?!?
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NEW SHIPS

+ THE WORLD’S FIRST CRUISE

TO HIT ALL 7 CONTINENTS

Silversea – World Cruise (Yep, ALL of it!)
If you do one big trip in your life, this should be
it. Silversea Cruises has announced it will be the
first-ever company to offer an itinerary that
will hit all seven continents. The luxury line’s
Silversea World Cruise 2020 will stop into 62 ports
over 140 days when it sets sail from Fort Lauderdale
on January 5, 2020.
Passengers will dance the tango in Buenos Aires;
take in the symphony in Perth while also accessing
Australia’s remote Pitcairn Island, infamous as the
setting of the 18th century “Mutiny on the Bounty”;
and visit Vanuatu in the South Pacific. Of the 62
ports, though, the inevitable highlight will be three
days spent in Antarctica, where Zodiacs will whip
passengers along with nine specialists—marine
biologists, ornithologists, geologists—to seal
colonies and on glacial expeditions. The itinerary
will end in Amsterdam, after a farewell dinner at
Edinburgh’s famous Mansfield Traquair, like the
city’s own Sistine Chapel.
Royal Caribbean – Symphony of the Seas
The new Symphony of the Seas is here — a
perception remixing, memory maxing mic drop.
She is the largest cruise ship ever, and is packed
full of gee-whiz attractions such as a thrill slide that
plunges nearly 100 feet, and twin FlowRider® surf
simulators, and a Bionic Bar with a robot bartender!
Each time Gary sails on a Royal Caribbean ship, he
is amazed at the unique features offered. The many
neighborhoods and numerous restaurants truly
make Symphony of the Seas a “hit” with those who
love marquee shows, fantastic high-end eats, and
family fun!

Call your
Ambassador Tours
cruise specialist at
800.989.9000

Certain restrictions apply.
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Highlights include:
• Four main dining rooms, each with a selection of
distinct menu items
• Magic Carpet: A moveable deck that serves
different purposes depending upon which deck it’s
positioned
• Infinite Verandas: Cabins with “balcony” spaces
that can transform from outside space to indoor
space with the touch of a button
• High-tech theater with five rotating shows

Holland America – Nieuw Statendam
ms Nieuw Statendam features a design inspired
by the fluid curves of musical instruments. Guests
can savor her innovative specialty restaurants - from
Sel de Mer to the Grand Dutch Cafe. Explore at
America’s Test Kitchen’s cooking classes and handson workshops. And thrill to BBC Earth Experiences
presentations at the spectacular two-story World
Stage.
This ship will raise the bar for 21st-century
cruising with elegant designs, breathtaking central
atrium, subtly changing high-definition backdrop
projections and brilliant hospitality. Expect dazzling
entertainment featuring Lincoln Center Stage,
Billboard Onboard venues and the popular B.B.
King’s Blues Club associated with the new “Music
Walk” experience.
Princess – Sky Princess
Taking sea travel to new heights. Debuting in
the Mediterranean and Caribbean in 2019... The
3,560-passenger Sky Princess will feature fleetwide staples such as the multistory Piazza atrium,
adults-only Sanctuary and Movies Under the Stars
concept, as well as a number of Royal-class features
like the SeaWalk (a glass walkway that extends
from the top deck) and Princess Live TV studio.

Celebrity – Celebrity Edge
Once again, hat’s off to Celebrity Cruises for
building a ship that goes beyond any ship Gary has
experienced, and he has personally inspected close
to 100 ships! Taking a ride on the Magic Carpet
or using the state of the art spa, Celebrity EdgeSM
delivers a “wow” vacation for cruisers and those
who may have thought cruising wasn’t for them.
This ship is so unique, we consider it a destination
in itself!

Princess also revealed Sky Princess would feature
cabins that can accommodate up to five people
— a first for the line. To be called Sky Suites, the
rooms will be the largest accommodations on Sky
Princess and offer 270-degree views from the top
of the vessel, the line said. They’ll also offer the
largest balconies in the Princess fleet and come with
special amenities!

DELIGHT IN THE THRILL OF DISCOVERY

WITH SILVERSEA

• Complimentary transportation into town in 		
most ports of call

The ships in Silversea’s fleet may travel to every
corner of the globe, taking in an exciting variety of
cultures and landscapes, but some things remain
unchanged wherever they take you: exceptional
personalized service, impressive accommodations,
and the atmosphere of luxurious indulgence
onboard.
Sound enticing? We’re just getting started!
Silversea is committed to making your voyage
unforgettable by taking you to the most beautiful
destinations on the planet in the comfort and
elegance that you deserve.
Their small luxury ships are designed for those who
delight in the thrill of discovery while indulging
mind and body in the most lavish surroundings
imaginable. All accommodations are spacious,
ocean-view suites that include butler service,
and most include private verandas. Silversea
voyages and cruise expeditions sail to over 900
destinations on all seven continents, more than
any other cruise line.
All-Inclusive Luxury.
• Intimate, elegant ships – extraordinary space
per guest ratio
• Superlative service – nearly one crew 		
member for every guest
• All ocean-view suites, over 85% with private
verandas
• Butler service for all ships, all guests
• Open-seating in The Restaurant – no 		
assigned time, no assigned table
• Alternative dining options – multiple venues
• Enrichment lecturers, acclaimed chefs and 		
destination consultants
All-Inclusive Value.
• Fares include onboard gratuities
• Complimentary beverages served 			
throughout the ship – including fine wines, 		
champagnes, spirits, bottled water, specialty
coffees and soft drinks
• In-room bar and refrigerator stocked with 		
your preferred beverage selections
• Complimentary 24-hour room service and 		
in-suite dining
• Complimentary shoreside events on select 		
voyages

New in 2019
Silversea has launched a new collection of voyages
to Cuba, enabling guests of all nationalities to
discover the remarkable destination. Departing for
Cuba from the U.S. for the first time in the cruise
line’s history, the 17 voyages will unlock authentic
experiences for Silversea’s guests, showcasing
the best of the country through immersive land
excursions in various destinations.
Available to book now, five voyages will immerse
Silversea’s guests in the country’s delights in 2019:
• Silver Wind will inaugurate the collection of
voyages to Cuba when she sets sail on February
14, 2019, on a 7-night voyage from San Juan to
Fort Lauderdale. The itinerary will include visits to
the Cuban cities of Havana and Santiago de Cuba,
and the Bahamian island of Bimini.
• Silversea’s recently lengthened Silver Spirit will
depart San Juan on a 10-night voyage on February
22, 2019. An overnight in Santiago de Cuba will be
complemented by calls in Cienfuegos and Havana,
as well as stops in George Town, Key West and
Bimini, before finishing in Fort Lauderdale.
• Departing San Juan on March 31, 2019, Silver
Wind will unlock Santiago de Cuba and Havana
on overnight calls, as well as Cienfuegos, on a
10-night voyage. The itinerary will also incorporate
George Town in the Cayman Islands and Bimini.
• Also aboard Silver Wind, a 9-night round-trip
voyage from Fort Lauderdale - departing April 10 will call in Santiago de Cuba overnight and Havana,
in addition to Bimini, Nassau and Port Canaveral.

THIS IS OUR
HOME, OUR SEA.
ENJOY IT.
LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER
TO THE AUTHENTIC BEAUTY
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

• Concluding the selection for 2019, a 14-night
sailing aboard Silver Whisper will depart Fort
Lauderdale on November 22. The round-trip
voyage will feature a visit to Cienfuegos, plus
overnight stays in Santiago de Cuba and Havana,
offering ample time for guests to experiences the
local way of life. The itinerary also includes calls
in Grand Cayman, Cozumel, Belize City and Key
West.

UP TO $300 SHIPBOARD CREDIT
PER SUITE
plus

Cuba not your thing? Silversea voyages and cruise
expeditions sail to over 900 destinations on all
seven continents.

Call your Silversea Experts at
Ambassador Tours 800-989-9000

Where would you like to journey next?

Visit silversea.com/terms-and-conditions for
complete Terms and Conditions.

FREE ROUNDTRIP ECONOMY
AIRFARE OR BUSINESS CLASS
AIRFARE FROM $699 EACH WAY
O N S E L E C T V O YA G E S W H E N Y O U B O O K
BY MARCH 31, 2019
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19 REASONS TO TRAVEL IN 2019
Pack your bags!!
There are so many reasons to plan an adventure
or two (or nineteen!) in 2019. Here, our guide
to the year ahead illustrates just a few (well,
nineteen!) reasons to travel this most wonderful
year…
1. No time like the (almost) present!
It’s always a great time to travel, so why not book
a trip right now?

EXPLORE SOUTHEAST
ASIA ON A UNIQUE
SAILING ADVENTURE
Southeast Asia has something for
everyone—pristine landscape, pulsating
cities, breathtaking beaches, diverse
culture, and stunning ancient temples.
It leaves you inspired and enthralled
at every turn.
BRUNEI | INDONESIA | MALAYSIA
SINGAPORE | THAILAND
6-14 Nights | Star Clipper
STARTING FROM $

2. Wake up in the City That Never Sleeps.
Even for New York, 2019 will be a big year,
including the Museum of Modern Art unveiling
the results of its $400 million makeover.

1,240 PP

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT AMBASSADOR
TOURS AT

800-989-9000

3. Immerse yourself in Chile’s unmarred
wilderness.
Chile is creating five national parks in Patagonia
comprised of 10 million acres of snowcapped
mountains, white-water rivers, and glaciated
fjords.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Rates quoted are in USD,
per person and subject to change and availability.
Restrictions apply. ©Star Clippers 2018.
Ship’s Registry: Malta. ST#37231

journeys of perfection
SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR

4. Relish Panama City’s inventive cuisine.
Panama City has quietly amassed one of Central
America’s most exciting food scenes. Yum. Just
yum.
TM

ARRIVING FEBRUARY 2020

5. Celebrate the arts in India.
Larger-than-life jubilees sweep the subcontinent
at the start of the year, beginning with the
Modhera Dance Festival, a three-day classicalmusic extravaganza set against a 1,000-year-old
sun temple, and culminating in Mumbai for the
Kala Ghoda Arts Festival.

Tahiti and Bora Bora are the main attractions, but
there are other stars worth checking out in 2019,
including Fakarava and the Marquesas Islands.
10. See what’s new in New Zealand.
The Wairarapa region is welcoming new wineries
and restaurants. An indoor skydiving experience
recently opened in Queenstown, while Rotorua
Canopy Tours’ latest offering spans nearly a
mile of zip lines, a 164-foot-tall cliff, and three
swinging bridges.
11. Travel with women, while supporting
women.
More and more, women want to explore the
world together. And starting in January 2019,
Wild Terrains will be the first women-only tour
company to design itineraries around femaleowned businesses.
12. Set yourself apart at baggage claim.
With more than one million possible color
combos, new luggage brand Roam is here to
make sure your suitcase never gets mistaken for
someone else’s again. Personalize the shade of
nearly every part of your bag, from the wheel
hubcaps to the zipper.
13. Hawaii!!!!
It’s Hawaii. Do you really need a reason?? ‘Nough
said.
14. Drink world-class wine in Argentina
(that isn’t Malbec).
We all love a good Argentine Malbec, but every
legendary wine region needs a sturdy and crisp
white varietal to offer a yang to red wine’s yin.
Argentina has just that in its lesser-known but
delicious white “Torrontes” wines.
15. Discover your inner Indiana Jones in
Belize (insert theme song HERE).
Archeologists are always undertaking new Mayan
excavation sites, and if you haven’t visited all of
Belize’s seven World Heritage sites, well, go!
16. The Coffee in Portugal
You’ll never find a better value-for-money relation
for coffee in Europe. Oh, and it’s delicious.

6. Bike under maple-leaf canopies in
Japan.
Ride through Japan’s terraced tea fields with
international cycling company, DuVine. Highlights
include stops near the ancient city of Kyoto and
the Todai-ji Temple complex in Nara, home to a
49-foot-tall bronze Buddha.
7. Witness a centuries-old phenomenon
in Taiwan.
The Pingxi Sky Lantern Festival sees thousands
gather each year in the town of Pingxi, some
20 miles east of Taipei, on the last day of the
Chinese Lunar New Year.

BOOK BY JAN 31, 2019 AND RECEIVE
$200 PER SUITE SHIPBOARD CREDIT
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8. Swim along the Great Barrier Reef.
Islands, atolls, coral castles, and caves populate
the clear aquamarine waters off Australia’s
northeast shores, forming one of the planet’s
most beautiful and delicate ecosystems.
9. Island hop through French Polynesia.

17. Best Spa Day. Ever.
Iceland has those volcanoes to thank for its
majestic hot springs, including the Blue Lagoon,
located outside of Reykjavik.
18. So many places to choose from!
Oh, the places you’ll go! Ambassador Tours can
help pick your perfect 2019 journey.
19. Crush your New Year’s Resolutions for
once (in 2019)!
If ‘travel more’ is on your list for 2019, start now
by booking your trip.

ROOM WITH A VIEW: BEST HOTEL
VIEWS AROUND THE GLOBE
Sometimes your hotel is the destination. This is
especially true when your room offers a swoonworthy panoramic view that provides endless
Instagram awesomeness.

Aquatics Center. The Hotel boasts an architectural
approach that demonstrates a perfect blend of
western architectural style and traditional Chinese
decoration elements.

An intoxicating view can make for an unforgettable
hotel experience. After all, a stunning visual
memory leaves a much longer-lasting impression
than silky-soft sheets or remarkable room service.
You might want to bookmark these rooms for
a future birthday blowout or honeymoon trip,
so settle in, and soak up the views from these
extraordinary destinations…

The Omnia, Zermatt, Switzerland
This boutique, luxury ski lodge is located in the
center of Zermatt, a car-free village known for
its breathtaking surroundings, a popular base
for skiing and mountaineering, including the
Matterhorn which towers above the village. The
property is set nearly 150 feet above the rooftops
of Zermatt, providing grand views of some of the
most awe-inspiring scenery in the planet.
Corinthia Hotel, London, England
Located on the doorstep of London’s top
attractions, including the Tower of London,
Buckingham Palace and Leicester Square, the
Corinthia Hotel provides unrivalled luxury along
with the largest room sizes in London. The
penthouse suite offers one of the best views,
including the London Eye and the River Thames.

Ritz-Carlton, Singapore, Singapore
Guests staying in the Ritz-Carlton Suite at the RitzCarlton Singapore enjoy views of the Singapore
skyline and the vibrant Marina Bay. The luxury
hotel offers gorgeously appointed rooms and
suites, a 4,200-piece museum quality art collection
and an elevated Club Lounge experience on level
32 with panoramic views of the city.
Katikies, Oia, Santorini, Greece
Set in an absolutely stunning location 300 feet
above Santorini’s dazzling blue caldera in the
picturesque village of Oja, guests enjoy incredible
views from every point in the property. The hotel,
made up of a complex of bridges, infinity pools
and cubed-style cottages, this is considered the
crème de la crème of Santorini’s boutique hotels.
Blanket Bay Lodge, New Zealand
This luxurious alpine lodge nestled among the
rugged, snow-capped peaks of the Southern Alps,
framed by crystalline Lake Wakatipu, is known as
New Zealand’s finest lodge, one of the world’s
very best, and the ultimate place for relaxation.
You’ll enjoy retreating to your room or suite with
its sumptuous furnishings, each placed to take
complete advantage of the amazing lake and
mountain vistas.
Pangu 7 Star Hotel, Beijing, China
This hotel is located on the dragon tail of the Pangu
plaza and offers a breathtaking view of the Beijing
Olympic Park and many Olympic venues such as
the Bird’s Nest National Stadium and Water Cube

CRYSTAL RATED

DEALS

When you hear Crystal Specials, what comes
to your mind? Exclusivity? All-Inclusive?
Excellence? Breathtaking? Whether or not
those words came to mind, that’s what we
have for you!
Sail on the BEST, MOST EXCLUSIVE,
ALL-INCLUSIVE cruise line at sea. These
special offers won’t be around for long! So
book soon to ensure you get the best rate
and exclusive Ambassador Tours’ “Crystal”
amenities.




 



  
 


 



















EXCLUSIVELY FROM AMBASSADOR TOURS

Jade Mountain, St. Lucia
Expect grand sweeping spaces where bedroom,
living area and an extravagant private infinity
pool glide into one another to form extraordinary
platforms floating out into nature. With the fourth
wall entirely absent, Jade Mountain’s sanctuaries
are stage-like settings from which to embrace the
full glory of St. Lucia’s Pitons World Heritage Site,
and of course, the eternal Caribbean Sea.
Al Tarfa Desert Sanctuary Lodge & Spa,
Dakhla Oasis, Egypt
This remote, luxury lodge deep in an uncharted
corner of the Sahara is set within a date-palmfilled oasis in a barren landscape across the
shifting sands of the Western Desert. All 20 of its
beautiful suites and rooms are situated to allow
for magical views, with Dar Award, the farthest
from reception, providing the most exceptional
views of the austere white plateau, which is
transformed into a pink hue at sunset, along with
a plunge pool.

Receive Up to $400 per cabin in Shipboard Credit
ALL INCLUSIVE, ALWAYS
Receive Complimentary Beverages
Receive Pre Paid Gratuities
SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE
Ask how you can take advantage of select bonuses
Pre-payment savings
Crystal Society Discount

Contact your Crystal Cruises Experts
at Ambassador Tours - 800.989.9000
for BEST Available Fares

Certain restrictions apply and offers may be withdrawn at any time.
Ships’ Registry: The Bahamas.
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NEW! Active Discovery on the Rhône
8 Days | Arles to Lyon (and reverse)

Active Discovery on the Rhine
8 Days | Wiesbaden to Amsterdam
(and reverse)

Active Discovery on the Danube
9 Days | Linz to Budapest
(and reverse)

FLY FREE
FROM SELECT CITIES ON SELECT 2019
AVALON WATERWAYS EUROPE CRUISES*

*Restrictions apply. Contact Ambassador Tours for full details.

THE

Ambassador Advantage

Ambassador Tours is having a huge CRUISE SALE from Jan. 14- Jan. 28, 2019. We will be featuring many of our
wonderful cruise lines, including Princess, Crystal, Cunard, Holland America and Royal Caribbean.

HOW TO TRAVEL BETTER FOR LESS

“We travel not to escape life, but for life not to escape us.” — Anonymous
Travel is important because it
fundamentally
transforms
us. It’s the best way to get out of
our comfort zone and invites us to
experience life in different ways.
Travel really can’t be taught;
you can learn about other cultures,
but you can’t be fully taught unless
you experience it. Traveling gains
you more confidence and is a great
way to develop cultural sensitivity.
Take
the
opportunity
to
experience places you never
knew existed! If you’ve ever
been awe-struck by a photograph
of a landscape somewhere exotic,
then just imagine how you would
feel standing within it! Travel gives
you the opportunity to trek, bike,
raft and drive through incredible
landscapes. View them with
12

your own eyes, but soak up the
indescribable feelings that come
with standing amidst places of
natural beauty.
Want a Top 10 List of why you
owe it to yourself to travel?
Okay. Here you go:
1. Provides learning and education
about places and history
2. Connects us to other cultures and
people
3. Slows us down: Gives us a break
from our fast-paced lives
4. Expands our awareness and
introduces us to greater diversity
5. Helps us break habits: mentally,
physically, and emotionally
6. Gives us time to heal, reduces
stress and helps us regain
enthusiasm for life

7. Stokes curiosity and awakens
our inner child by offering us new,
“first-time” experiences
8. Promotes patience by releasing
heavy expectations of the “one right
way” mentality thereby allowing life
to flow more organically
9. Invites the opportunity to get lost
and face one’s fears of the unknown
10. Helps you get to know yourself
better: the true you is rediscovered
What’s more, there is an inherent
VALUE in traveling that we can’t
put a price tag on. Spending quality
time with our loved ones and taking
time to focus on our personal
wellbeing are intangibles that we
need to function as happy humans.
Be happy. Get traveling.

ENJOY
EXCLUSIVE RATES
TO T H E C A R I B B E A N & M E X I C O !

S AV E U P TO
5 0 % AC RO S S
HUNDREDS OF
A L L- I N C L U S I V E
P RO P E RT I E S
Call your
Ambassador Tours
agent now:
800-989-9000

